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The formation of galaxies by gradual hierarchical co-assembly of baryons
and cold dark matter halos is a fundamental paradigm underpinning mod-
ern astrophysics[1, 2] and predicts a strong decline in the number of massive
galaxies at early cosmic times[3–5]. Extremely massive quiescent galaxies
(stellar masses > 1011M⊙) have now been observed as early as 1–2 bil-
lions years after the Big Bang[6–13]; these are extremely constraining on
theoretical models as they form 300–500 Myr earlier and only some mod-
els can form massive galaxies this early [12, 14]. Here we report on the
spectroscopic observations with the James Webb Space Telescope of a mas-
sive quiescent galaxy ZF-UDS-7329 at redshift 3.205 ± 0.005 that eluded
deep ground-based spectrscopy[8], is significantly redder than typical and
whose spectrum reveals features typical of much older stellar populations.
Detailed modelling shows the stellar population formed around 1.5 billion
years earlier in time (z ∼ 11) at an epoch when dark matter halos of suffi-
cient hosting mass have not yet assembled in the standard scenario[4, 5].
This observation may point to the presence of undetected populations of
early galaxies and the possibility of significant gaps in our understanding
of early stellar populations, galaxy formation and/or the nature of dark
matter.

The spectrum of ZF-UDS-7329 taken with the NIRSPEC prism disperser (spectral
resolution of 40–350) is shown in (Figure 1) and shows clear absorption features such
as the 4000Å break and Mgb 5174Å typical of old > 1 Gyr stellar populations. To
quantitively measure the age we considered a range of approaches. First we fitted a
grid of FAST++ parametric star formation history models[8] to the spectrum and
photometry (see Methods for details) to derive a stellar mass of 1.24 ± 0.09 × 1011

M⊙ (consistent with the photometric estimate from reference[8]; hereafter S18), stellar
metallicity [Fe/H] of 0.021± 0.005, and an age t50 (defined as when 50% of the stellar
mass had formed). We find t50 = 1.52 ± 0.16 Gyr which is significantly older than
other quiescent galaxies at this epoch[6–13]. This accords with the visual presence of
the 4000Å break, which only develops in stellar populations at ages ∼> 800 Myr as
illustrated in Figure 2. The spectrum is clearly different, even at our relatively low
spectral resolution (R = 51 at the break), from younger coeval post-starbursts which
show a broader Balmer 3640Å break and strong Balmer absorption lines. This can be
seen by the direct comparison in Figure 1 with the well studied[7, 8] z = 3.717 post-
starburst quiescent galaxy ZF-COS-20115. The fitted dust attenuation is small (<0.3
mags in the rest frame V -band); we note our sub-mm observations of other objects in
the S18 sample have also found low dust and gas content[15]. NIRCAM JWST images
of ZF-UDS-7329 reveal a compact, edge-on red disk (effective radius 1.15 ± 0.08 kpc
at rest frame 1µm) that show no evidence for any younger star-forming clumps.

The old age implies a formation at z ∼ 11 and large volume simulations show
that single galaxies of this mass have not yet formed at this time[16]. To understand
the potential systematic errors we also fit the spectrum using the code Prospector[17]
that has an alternative set of stellar tracks and spectral libraries. This allows us
to explore non-parametric star-formation histories which is important as it is possi-
ble for parametric histories to misestimate the mass-weighted ages of galaxies[18–20].
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Fig. 1: The JWST NIRSpec spectrum of galaxy ZF-UDS-7329. This covers rest frame
0.2–0.7µm and is compared to the best fit FAST++ model which is shown binned to
the varying pixel size and resolution of the PRISM spectrum as well as at its original
native resolution. Wavelengths of common absorption and emission lines are marked.
It can be seen that the 4000Å break is well developed and the spectrum is dominated
by old cool stellar features. The Prospector fit is very similar. For comparison our
recent NIRSpec spectrum of ZF-COS-20115 which has a very similar stellar mass
is shown (corrected to the same redshift), this galaxy has been well studied and is
significantly younger[7, 8] being quenched for ∼500 Myr. Its spectrum is more typical
of post-starburst quiescent galaxies at this epoch showing a bluer break due to the
Balmer limit and strong Balmer absorption lines from hot A stars that remain in the
spectrum at this younger age. The PRIMER photometry is also shown and the inset
shows the PRIMER image (colour composite of F115W, F200W, and F444W covering
rest frame optical bands) Note the spectral and photometric errors from noise are too
small to plot in this figure.

Prospector gives a consistent stellar mass, metallicity and low attenuation. We show
the reconstruction of the star formation history (SFH) from both codes in Figure 3
with associated uncertainties inferred by Monte Carlo quantiles in each time bin. Both
are consistent with old ages with the galaxy forming over 200–400 Myr and all star
formation ceasing 1 Gyr before the epoch of observation; Prospector prefers even older
populations (up to 1.8 Gyr). Our modelling includes a range of stellar metallicity up
to [Fe/H=0.05]; these supersolar values are seen in some objects at these redshifts[10]
and due to approximate age-metallicity degeneracies could produce younger age solu-
tions. For our spectrum [Fe/H]=0.05 is excluded as a poor fit at 98% confidence,
nevertheless if we force this value in our fitting we still need minimum ages t50 ∼ 1
Gyr. This fit is able to reproduce the overall red colour of the spectrum; however it
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differs in the detailed reproductions of the spectral features across the range 1–3µm.
It can be seen in Figure 2 that high metallicity populations exhibit a different shape
around the 4000Å break due to the increase Fe absorption.

Can such a massive galaxy theoretically be formed at z ∼ 11? The details of galaxy
formation within dark matter halos is complex, but a boundary condition can be
placed[4] as the most massive halos have a strongly declining abundance with redshift.
Simulations show that haloes with masses> 1011 M⊙ closely track the universal cosmic
baryon fraction[22] of 16% at z > 2; this is lowered by feedback but only at late times
and low masses.[23]. We assume this tracking and further assume 100% conversion of
halo baryons in to stars could be achievable[4] to calculate a minimum halo mass. We
also compare with a 30% conversion which is about the maximum baryon-to-stellar
conversion efficiency at 3 < z < 4 according to semi-empirical estimates of the stellar-
halo mass relation[24]; this gives a higher halo mass. For this comparison we need to
use the formed stellar mass, which is higher than the observed residual stellar mass
by 0.17–0.22 dex in our fits; we adopt a formed stellar mass of 2.5× 1011M⊙ for this
comparison. First we use an analytic model [25] to compute the halo mass function
as function of redshift; secondly we directly compute the halo mass function from the
FLAMINGO Gpc3 simulation[26]. We can approximate the space density of galaxies
like ZF-UDS-7329 by dividing the quoted space density in S18 by 24 (for 1 in 24
objects), this gives 6× 10−7 Mpc−3. This comparison is shown in Figure 3 where we
compare the lookback times when the stars form in ZF-UDS-7329 with when halos of
suitable mass and number density assemble. It can be seen that this does not occur
until z ∼ 6. To reconcile this we need to have a significant fraction of the stars form
more recently than 1 Gyr; however this is excluded by the old age and star-formation
history fits.

We can also compare with the actual stellar mass of objects formed in simulations.
In the THESAN reionisation simulations[27] of cubic side length 95.5 comoving Mpc,
the stellar mass function at z = 10 extends to 109 M⊙ at most with a corresponding
space density of 10−5 Mpc−3 such galaxies. In the MillenniumTNG simulation [16]
(740 Mpc side), the highest stellar mass of a galaxy at z = 11 is just shy of 1010 M⊙.
If direct ancestors of ZF-UDS-7329 existed in these simulations there would be ∼ 200
in this volume.

We next consider other possible systematic errors and erroneous assumptions. Our
spectral fitting procedure for the stellar ages marginalises over a broad range of star
formation histories, including younger burst populations, and the latter are heavily
excluded in all viable fits. In ZF-UDS-7329 there is no evidence for any strong emission
lines such as might be associated with non-stellar sources such as Active Galactic
Nuclei or residual star-formation. It is significant that even with very high signal:noise
ratio (SNR) of 50–70 across the rest-frame optical we are able to obtain a reduced
χ2 ∼ 2 with the fits reproducing all the spectral variations. As noted before a high-
metallicity solution [Fe/H]=0.05 is formally a poor fit; even then this brings t50 down
to 1 Gyr (z ∼ 6) which still requires a 100% baryon conversion efficiency that has
not been seen in any galaxy. We have assumed a conventional Chabrier Initial Mass
Function (IMF); there is some evidence for IMF evolution in z > 3 quiescent galaxies
but the effect is at most a factor of two lower in stellar mass[28, 29] which is not enough
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Fig. 2: The effect of age and metallicity on stellar populations. Simple Stellar Pop-
ulation models [21] are compared with the JWST spectrum of ZF-UDS-7329. It can
be seen how the transition from a post-starburst type spectrum with a Balmer break
and Balmer lines from young A stars to an evolved population with a 4000Å break
happens at > 800 Myr. Panel (a) shows how the model at ≃ 1.7 Gyr is an excellent
match to the data for solar metallicity [Fe/H]=0. It can be seen how the strong Balmer
lines disappear. Panel (b) shows supersolar metallicity [Fe/H]=0.05. As expected due
to age–metallcity degeneracy the overall shape best matches at a younger age (≃ 1.0
Gyr); however the detailed features of the spectrum are not well reproduced particu-
larly around the 4000Å break, this is expected as this feature is produced by numerous
metal absorption lines. Overall the rest frame optical spectrum is not consistent with
a supersolar model.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of star formation histories with dark matter halo assembly his-
tories. The red and green lines represent FAST++ and Prospector star formation
histories inferred from our fitting to ZF-UDS-7329 with the shading showing 16 and
84 percentile ranges in each time bin derived from our Monte Carlo procedure. The
FAST++ fits are of dual exponential functional form whereas the Prospector ones are
stepwise. Both modelling procedures, utilising different spectral libraries and codes,
produce broadly similar star formation histories peaked towards very old ages with the
majority of the stars forming at ages ∼> 1.5 Gyr. The blue band shows the median star
formation history (with 16/84 percentiles) of the 20 oldest massive quiescent galax-
ies in TNG300 at z = 3 for comparison. The evolving density of massive cold dark
matter halos calculated analytically are shown as solid and dashed black lines for two
different halo masses set by two choices of baryon conversion efficiency. The round
circles show the z > 4 results from the FLAMINGO dark matter only simulation for
the same masses. The estimated space density derived from this galaxy is shown as a
horizontal grey band.

to make a significant difference to our conclusions. A more exotic IMF assumption
could drastically lower the inferred stellar masses and there could be other issues such
as large mismatches between local templates and early stellar populations.

In ΛCDM formation models the prediction is that such a galaxy would have to
build up from numerous mergers in its recent past; however this still predicts young
ages as star formation tracks halo growth. We quantitively test the limit of the the-
oretical expectation by selecting 283 quiescent galaxies from the Illustris TNG300
simulation[30] with stellar mass > 1010.8M⊙ and specific star formation rate < 0.15
Gyr−1 (following S18) and tracing their star formation histories through their halo
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progenitor trees. Additionally we compute t50 for each galaxy and select the 20 oldest
ones; this approximates the number density of ZF-UDS-7329 and our pre-selection of
the oldest object. We show the median star formation history of these 20 objects in
Figure 3; even with this extreme assumption we find t50 = 890 ± 50 Myr with a sig-
nificant amount of star formation younger than 1 Gyr; which is a marked contrast to
our galaxy. The halo mass growth follows a similar trajectory.

Finally we could consider if more exotic cosmological models can produce massive
halos earlier in cosmic history. Though there is no obvious alternative to vanilla cold
dark matter which would clearly do this we note that exotic dark matter models can
exert a strong influence on early galaxy formation formation [31, 32]. However these
do not necessarily go in the right direction, for example popular Warm Dark Matter
models suppress the abundance of lower mass galaxies but make little difference at
the high-mass end[33]. Modifying the initial power spectrum by introducing a ‘blue
tilt’ would be one potential solution[34, 35] as is ‘Early Dark Energy’[5] or early seeds
from massive primordial black holes[36].

The apparent formation of ZF-UDS-7329 at such an early epoch points to signif-
icant problems with our current paradigms of early stellar populations and of galaxy
formation. It may even violate the basic constrain of their being sufficiently massive
dark matter halos. We would speculate that some combination of multiple of these
effects is likely responsible. Purely empirically this picture of rapid and early galaxy
formation is consistent with the direction of other early results from JWST such as
the unexpected overabundance of very luminous 10 < z < 12 star-forming galaxies,
identified photometrically, compared to simulations[26]. Many of these are now spec-
troscopically confirmed[37, 38] though we note their stellar masses extremely uncertain
and very bursty star-formation may be an alternative explanation of the UV luminosity
function[39]. There is also the photometric identification of six candidate star form-
ing galaxies with high stellar mass (∼ 1010M⊙) [40] at 7 < z < 9. This comparison is
particularly interesting as these candidates also stress basic halo mass constraints[5];
however they have yet to be spectroscopically confirmed except for two galaxies which
turned out to be significantly lower mass.[38] ZF-UDS-7329 is 60% more massive than
the most massive candidate in that sample (and a factor of 9 more massive than the
median). A plausible scenario could be constructed in which these are a population of
ancestors that merge to make galaxies like ZF-UDS-7329.

We have presented a galaxy at z = 3.205 whose very old age, rapid formation and
extreme stellar mass are difficult to reconcile with current paradigms of early galaxy
formation; these may require significant revision. The main limitation of this work is
of course the inferences are based on the discovery of a single object. The inferred sky
density is only of order 8 deg−2 at 3 < z < 4 so they are a rare class of source. The
next step is the photometric discovery of more such galaxies to be certain of their
abundance, and higher spectral resolution observations to measure more constraining
elemental abundances and stellar ages. Fortunately both of these are well within the
capability of JWST[41]; if their existence is a challenge to the ΛCDM galaxy formation
paradigm this will be resolved definitively soon.
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Methods

NIRSPEC data reduction and calibration

We observed the galaxy ZF-UDS-7329 with JWST on August 1st 2022 using the
NIRSpec instrument in the MSA mode [43] as part of our program #2565 whose goal
was to secure spectroscopic redshifts of all objects in S18 which eluded deep ground-
based spectroscopy. The PRISM disperser was used producing spectra covering the
wavelength range 0.6–5.0µm at a spectral resolution ranging from 40 to 350 from blue
to red ends. The galaxy was observed in three dither positions using a 5-shutter nod
pattern (which has a nod distance large enough to avoid self-subtraction) and was
close to centred transversely in the slit. We reduced the data to 2D flux calibrated
spectra using the STScI pipeline v1.12.5 with CRDS context jwst 1152.pmap and
used MSAEXP v0.6.18 to extract the 2D to 1D spectra.

Absolute spectrophotometric calibration of NIRSPEC data is difficult due to the
narrow 0.2 arcsec slit and the wavelength-dependent point spread function (PSF) that
causes significant additional aperture loss. Our calibration strategy was as follows: first
we wished to verify that the spectrophotometry through the slit agreed with NIRCAM
photometry of the same galaxy. To do this we reduced the data in the pipeline’s ‘point
source calibration mode’ but remove the pathloss step that corrects for de-centering
and point sources and instead manually apply the uniform pathloss correction. Because
of the software definitions of these quantities ([44], p.10) the effect of this is to remove
the point source aperture correction and return the flux though the slit. This we can
then compare using synthetic slit photometry on NIRCAM images; because the PSF
is dominated by the telescope it will be very similar in NIRCAM and NIRSPEC. This
comparison is showing in Extended Data Figure 1 and it is excellent with a median
offset of 0.13 mags and an RMS residual of ∼ 0.03 mags. (We expect small differences
as the PSF would not be exactly the same and there will be small pointing errors).
Given this validation of the slit calibration we next correct for aperture loss by fitting
a second order polynomial to the ratio of the total NIRCAM photometry to the slit
photometry. In general we expect a wavelength dependence at this step as the slit
photometry now includes PSF aperture losses; however because the source is very
uniform in colour and resolved this is only a small effect. We use the F150W−F277W
colour which straddles the 4000Å break to quantify this, correcting to total makes the
colour 0.1 mags bluer which makes the spectral age younger, not older.

Finally we validated the formal propagation of uncertainties in the pipeline. We
did this by comparing the individual spectra at the 3 dither positions and computing
the RMS between them vs wavelength (after photometrically calibrating them to have
the same overall shape). We expect on average this to approximately equal

√
2×

the uncertainty, and we do indeed find this broad agreement; noting this is a noisy
comparison as there are a large number of outliers on single dither spectra due to
defects or cosmic rays in individual exposures. We also find excellent χ2 in the fitting
when using the pipeline uncertainties which supports the noise model being correct.

ZF-COS-20115[7, 8] was also re-observed with JWST as a MSA filler in our pro-
gram; the spectrum was reduced and calibrated using an identical procedure and
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serves as a useful comparison for the more typical 3 < z < 4 post-starburst massive
quiescent galaxy.

NIRCam analysis

NIRCAM images were taken as part of the PRIMER survey (program GO #1837);
we used the reductions and global photometry from the DAWN JWST archive[45] v6
data release in a 0.7 arcsec diameter aperture. We provide the NIRCAM photometry
in Extanded Data Table 1.

To measure the object size we perform two-dimensional fits to the surface bright-
ness distributions of the NIRCam F444W galaxy images using a Python package,
Galight [46]. With Galight, we prepare a cutout galaxy image, detect neighboring
sources in the field of view; Galight allows for simultaneously fitting of as many neigh-
boring objects as needed, in order to avoid source blending. We fit a single-component
Sérsic profiles to the two dimensional surface brightness distributions of all detected
objects, making use of galaxy imaging data, the noise level maps, and custom-made
PSF models. The fit parameters are total magnitudes (M), half-light radius (re), Sérsic
index (n), and axis ratio (b/a). With the input ingredients, Galight convolves the
theoretical models (i.e., Sérsic profile) with the Point Spread Function (PSF) before
fitting them to the galaxy images. We define the effective radius as the semi-major axis
of the ellipse that contains half of the total flux of the best-fitting Sérsic model. We
find the effective radius to be re = 1.15+0.08

−0.08 kpc, the Sersic index to be n = 2.41+0.24
−0.29

and the axis ratio (b/a) = 0.33+0.01
−0.01 — all consistent with the visual appearance of an

edge on disk which is shown in Figure 1.

Spectroscopic Line Spread Function

The NIRSpec PRISM disperser has a very low and non-linear spectral resolution and
dispersion scale. This coupled with the high SNR per pixel of the spectrum makes
it quite important to account for systematic errors in the fitting. In particular the
wavelength-dependent line spread function (LSF) is significant and without accounting
for this we can not obtain acceptable fits, especially around the 4000Å break. To
calculate the LSF we first need a model for the image size, as the galaxy is smaller than
the slit width. This we obtain from the PRIMER images (which has very closely the
same PSF as the NIRSpec focal plane), we supersample them and project them along
the slit to obtain a 1D profile across the slit in each band. We find these projected
profiles are well approximated by a gaussian function with a small and smooth increase
in effective image size from 0.16 to 0.18 arcsec (Full Width Half Maximum) with
wavelength due to the telescope’s diffraction. This increase is well approximated by a
linear function. Multiplying this by the PRISM dispersion function[47] gives the LSF
width as a function of wavelength.

Spectroscopic redshift determination

We use slinefit (S18) which fits stellar and emission line templates, We use version
2.3 where we added the feature to include a wavelength dependent LSF in the mod-
elling. We obtain a redshift of z = 3.205±0.005 and a template fit very similar to those
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we found later with full stellar population modelling. We derived this redshift error
using Monte Carlo simulations taking a 1.5 Gyr old Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ‘Simple
Stellar Population’ model[21], which approximates the spectrum of our galaxy, vary-
ing the redshift from 3.19 to 3.23 and creating simulated NIRSPEC spectra including
LSF and pixelisation. We find the typical redshift recovery with slinefit is ±0.005
over this range; which is about ±1/8th of a spectral pixel at 2µm which seems reason-
able for high SNR full spectrum fitting. The accuracy gets considerably worse if the
LSF is ignored. We also estimate the effect of the redshift error on the spectral mod-
elling which is a potential concern given our high SNR but coarse resolution. We do
this by shifting and re-simulating the model; we find a redshift error of 0.01 introduces
systematic flux residuals at the 1% level which is below that of our other noise sources.

FAST++ and Prospector fitting

We use FAST++ version 1.5.0 which was enhanced by us to include a wavelength
dependent LSF in the modelling. The spectral libraries used by FAST++ are only well
characterised at spectroscopic resolution in the rest-frame optical; therefore we limit
the fitting to rest frame wavelengths < 0.8µm. We use the same general star formation
history (SFH) models as S18 and identical parameter ranges (as listed S18 Table 1);
modelling the SFH as an exponential rise and fall at earlier times plus a component of
recent residual star formation. The latter is often useful when there is a superposition
of old and young stellar populations which can bias mass and age estimates; however
we find the young component is negligible in the case of ZF-UDS-7329. We allow
metallicity to vary up to 2.5× solar and adopt a Chabrier Initial Mass Function[48].
The underlying models utilise standard solar-scaled element abundances. Burst times
are allowed to go as short as 10 Myr which can be important for unbiassed estimates
of quenching rates[20]. For each model evaluation we compute the time at which 50%
of the stars had formed for the trial set of parameters. We marginalise over the model
grid and determine errors on model parameters, derived parameters and on the SFH
at that time step using 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations.

For Prospector we use the same LSF model as for FAST++. We corrected an
issue in the interpolation of the high-resolution spectral models which caused incor-
rect pixel downsampling to our low spectral resolution.[49] Our version is provided
in a GitHub fork [50] . We limit fitting to rest frame wavelengths < 0.7µm; as rec-
ommended for these stellar libraries according to the Prospector documenatation. We
use a continuity sfh to model the formation history of our galaxy[51] with 7 custom
time bins. These follow the default approximately logarithmic sampling at young ages,
important for capturing potential recent star formation, but we impose finer sampling
of 0.25 Gyr at ages > 1 Gyr to capture the epoch of maximum star formation more
carefully. We additionally let the stellar metallicity (−2 ≤ log10(Z/Z⊙) ≤ 0.19) and
the dust optical depth (0 ≤ τ ≤ 2.0) vary as free parameters. Our bins are fixed in
time; simulations have shown that this choice[20] can accurately recover ages but have
difficulty recovering the duration of recent quenching episodes due to rounding errors
at bin edges; however our quenching proves not to be recent and we are not trying to
accurately resolve in time the quenching event. Higher spectral resolution data would
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allow more flexible models to be explored. As shown in the main text given our choices
we find strong agreement between parametric and non-parametric approaches.

Since we do explicit calibration of the data to the photometry, we do not consider
the similar options in FAST++ and Prospector that allow an extra polynomial func-
tion to be fitted to do this. In both cases we include the 1–5µm PRIMER photometry
in the fits though this makes little practical difference as the weights are dominated
by very high SNR spectrum.

For both codes we we find reduced χ2 ∼ 2 in the best fits which is excellent given
there are ∼ 100 independent spectral pixels each with SNR of 50–70. (The models
have 7–9 free parameters.) The χ2 gets much worse if we do not include the LSF in
the fit or do the downsampling incorrectly.

Extended Data Figure 3 shows the effect of force fitting the [Fe/H]=0.05 solution
which is formally excluded. As expected the age can come down to ∼ 1 Gyr but a
substantial amount of star formation is still preferred at ages > 1.3 Gyr and the age
distribution of star formation remains significantly older than in the TNG300 galaxies.
There is more disagreement between FAST++ and Prospector which we attribute to
the effect of the mismatch of the supersolar model to the spectrum.

Rest frame near-infrared spectrum

Our model fitting excludes rest-frame wavelengths > 0.8µm as the stellar libraries
that underpin the models are currently poorly determined in this region. We show this
wavelength range in Extended Data Figure 2. The extrapolation of the best fitting
Prospector model is overlaid on the figure; though it reproduces the overall spectral
shape the detailed spectral variations are not reproduced.

However we can still see if the spectrum in this wavelength range is qualitatively
consistent with an old population by comparing empirically with nearby galaxy tem-
plates. We do indeed notice several features consistent with the presence of older stellar
populations. Most noticeable is the broad absorption bump at 0.94 µm. This feature is
known, but not well represented in stellar libraries, as at z = 0 the wavelength range
overlaps with significant telluric absorption [52]. It is thought to be due to a mixture
of ZrO, CN and TiO features in Thermally Pulsing Asymptoptic Giant Branch stars
[52]. Empirically this bump appears in stellar populations older than a Gyr.

We compare with low redshift galaxies from [42]. This sample is near-infrared
spectra of nearby galaxy nuclei many of which harbour weak Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGN) so this is not ideal. We choose two example objects from here that are classified
as dominated by old stellar populations and with no AGN emission lines. NGC 205 is
an intermediate age (< 1 Gyr) post-starburst; it has a hotter spectrum, and a weaker
bump than ZF-UDS-7329. In contrast the spectrum of NGC 5850 (with age ∼ 5 Gyr)
has a much stronger bump qualitatively similar to what we see. The CN feature at
rest frame 1.1µm demonstrates similar behaviour. Overall the rest-frame near-infrared
spectrum of our galaxy is consistent with ages older than a Gyr.

The current lack of coverage of the near-infrared templates is due to the issues of
spectroscopy from the ground at wavelengths with significant atmospheric absorption.
This sitation is likely to improve rapidly due to the capabilities of JWST.
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Halo masses

The halo mass functions were computed using the python hmf module v3.4.4 which
implements a wide variety of analytic predictions. We found that at our high redshifts
the resulting mass functions did not vary significantly with choice of model and agreed
well with the results from the large volume FLAMINGO simulation.

We adopt a cosmology of Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70 km−1 s−1 Mpc−1 for
time and halo mass analytic calculations. We note that there is a small difference in
FLAMINGO; with the main one being the use of H0 = 67 km−1 s−1 Mpc−1 but this
has negligible impact on the comparison.
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Band mag

F115W 25.567± 0.034
F150W 24.299± 0.009
F200W 22.826± 0.002
F277W 22.154± 0.001
F356W 21.827± 0.001
F410M 21.616± 0.001
F444W 21.546± 0.001

Extended Data Table 1: NIRCAM integrated photometry for
ZF-UDS-7329. Note the tabulated random errors are small for
such a bright galaxy; it is estimated that systematic errors are of
order 0.02 mags.[54]
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Extended Data Figure 1: Flux calibration of the NIRSpec spectrum. The lower blue
curve shows the derived flux through the slit, compared with NIRCAM photometry
with a synthetic slit aperture. This shows very good agreement. The upper grey curve
shows the correction of the spectrum to total NIRCAM photometry. Both spectra
show have flux error bars superimposed. The inset shows the MSA shutter footprint
overlaid on the NIRCAM F200W image.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Comparison of spectra at longer wavelengths. ZF-UDS-
7329 in the rest frame 0.7–1.3µm region is compared to redshifted high signal:noise
spectra[42] of the nuclei of local NGC galaxies (these are normalised to the same flux
at 0.9–0.95µm rest and then offset for clarity). NGC 5850 is a nearby spiral with a
luminosity weighted age of ∼ 5 Gyr, and it can be seen that the 0.94µm absorption
(ZrO, CN, TiO bands) is quite similar, and there is overall a very good match between
them to the bumps and wiggles in the continuum which arise from numerous molecular
bands in cool stars. NGC205’s light is dominated by an intermediate age population
(0.1–1 Gyr) and it can be seen that the 0.94µm feature, and other molecular bands are
much weaker. Note the flux axis is greatly zoomed compared to Figure 1 to highlight
very weak absorption features.
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but is still significantly discrepant with theoretical expectations. Colours, lines and
symbols are as in Figure 3.
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